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What does collinear mean in calculus

Line points are the points that are on the same line. If two or more points are on a nearby line or far from each other, then they are said to be colinear, in Euclidean geometry. The term colinear is the combined word for two Latin names 'col' + 'linear'. 'Col' means together and 'Linear; means line. Therefore, line points mean points together
on a single line. You may see many real-life colinearity examples, such as a group of students standing in a straight line, lots of apples stored in a row, side by side, and so on. Defining line points In geometry, two or more points are said to be line points, if they are on the same line. In a more surprising observation, the term colinear has
been used for straightening things, that is, something that is in a row or on a line. Non-line points: Points that are not on the same line are called nonlinear points. What are line points? From the definition above, it is clear that the points on the same line are line points. To understand this concept clearly, consider the following figure and try
to categorize the liner and non-line points. In the figure above, the set of line points are the linepoints of points A, D, A, C, F, A, P, R, Q, E, R, and F, B, R. It is said that the remaining points are not colinear, i.e. P, B, C, E, etc. Formula for line points There are two methods to find the line points. They are: slope formula area of the triangle
using the slope formula: Three or more points are said to be linelinear if the slope of two pairs of points is the same. The slope of the line basically measures the slope of the line. Suppose X, Y, and Z are the three points, with which we can form three sets of pairs, so that XY, YZ, and XZ are three pairs of points. Then, according to the
slope formula, if XY Slope - YZ Slope - XZ Slope, then points X, Y, and Z are linelinear. Note: Slope of the line segment that joins two points say (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is given by the formula: m (y2 – y1)/ (x2 – x1) Example: Show that the three points P(2, 4), Q(4, 6) and R(6, 8) are colinear. Solution: If the three points P(2, 4), Q(4, 6) and
R(6, 8) are linelinear, then the slopes of any two pairs of points, PQ, QR and PR will be equal. Now, using the slope formula we can find the slopes of the respective pairs of points, so that; PQ Slope (6 – 4)/ (4 – 2) to 2/2 to 1 QR Slope (8 – 6)/ (6 – 4) to 2/2 to 1 PR Slope (8 – 4) /(6 – 2) to 4/4 to 1 As we can see, the slopes of all point pairs
are equal. Therefore, the three points P, Q, and R are linelinear. triangle formula area: If the triangle area formed by three points is zero, then they are said to be colinear. This means that if three points are liners, then they cannot form a triangle. Suppose the three points P(x1, y1), Q(x2, Q(x2, and R(x3, y3) are colinear, then remembering
the triangle area formula formed by three points that we get; ('frac{1}{2}'begin'vmatrix''x_{1}-x_{2}&amp;x_{2}-x_{3}'' y_{1}-y_{2} &amp;y_{2}-y_{3}','end'vmatrix'0') or (1/2) [x1(y2 – y3) + x2(y3 – y1) + x3[y1 – y2]- 0 Example: Find if P(2, 3), Q(4, 0) and R(6, -3) are line points. Solution: Depending on the triangle formula area for three
coordinates on a plane, Area s('frac{1}{2}'begin'vmatrix''2-4 &amp;-6'4'0'0'0 &amp;gt; 0+3 'end'vmatrix'{1}{2}' ? points P, Q, and R are colinear. For more math articles, visit byjus.com and download BYJU'S – The Learning App for Exciting Learning Videos. Not to be confused with the colinear map or multicolinearity. Look for colinearity or
colinear in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. In geometry, thelinearity of a set of points is the property of its position on a single line. [1] A set of points with this property is said to be colinear (sometimes written as colinear[2]). More generally, the term has been used for inline objects, that is, things that are on a line or in a row. Points on a line
In any geometry, the set of points on a line is said to be linelinear. In Euclidean geometry this relationship is intuitively displayed by points lying in a row in a straight line. However, in most geometries (including Euclidean) a line is usually a primitive (indefinite) object type, so these visualizations will not necessarily be appropriate. A model
for geometry provides an interpretation of how points, lines, and other object types relate to each other, and a notion such aslinearity should be interpreted in the context of that model. For example, in spherical geometry, where lines are represented in the standard model by large circles of a sphere, the line point sets are in the same large
circle. Such points are not in a straight line in the Euclidean sense, and are not considered to be in a row. A mapping of a geometry to itself that sends lines to lines is called collination; retains the colinearity property. Linear maps (or linear functions) of vector spaces, seen as geometric maps, map lines to lines; that is, they assign sets of
line points to sets of line points and are therefore collinears. In projective geometry, these linear mappings are called homography and are just a type of collination. Examples in triangles of Euclidean geometry In any triangle, the following sets of points are colinear: the orthocenter, the circumcenter, the centroid, the Exeter point, the
Longchamps point, and the center of the nine-point circle are all falling on a line called the Euler line. The Longchamps point also has other lines. Any vertex, the tangency of the opposite side with an excipher circle, and the Nagel Nagel point liner on a line called a triangle divider. The midpoint of either side, the point that is equidistant
from it along the boundary of the triangle in either direction (so these two bisect points the perimeter), and the center of the Spieker circle are colinear on a line called the triangle blade. (The Spieker circle is the circle of the medial triangle, and its center is the center of mass of the perimeter of the triangle.) Any vertex, tangency on the
opposite side with the circle, and Gergonne's point are collinear. From any point in a triangle circle, the nearest points on each of the three extended sides of the triangle are lines on the Simson line of the point in the circumcised. The lines connecting the feet of the altitudes intersect on opposite sides at line points. [3]:p.199 The center of
the triangle, the midpoint of an altitude, and the point of contact on the corresponding side with the circle relative to that side are colinear. [4]:p,120,#78 Menelaus theorem states that three points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , displaystyle P_{1},P_{2}.P_{3} on the sides (some extended) of a triangle opposite vertices A 1 , A 2 , A 3 a displaystyle
A_{1}.A_{2},A_{3}, respectively, they are liners if and only if the following products of segment lengths are equal:[3]:p. 147 P 1 A 2 ⋅ P 2 A 3 ⋅ P 3 A 1 A 1 A 3 ⋅ P 2 A 1 ⋅ P 3 A 2 . •P_{1}A_{2} style, cdot P_{2}A_{3}, cdot P_{3}A_{1}, P_{1}A_{3}, cdot P_{2}A_{1}, cdot P_{3}A_{2}. The center, centroid, and center of the Spieker circle are
liners. The circumcenter, midpoint brocard, and Lemoine point of a triangle are liners. [5] Two perpendicular lines intersecting at the orthocenter of a triangle intersect each of the extended sides of the triangle. The midpoints on all three sides of these intersection points are liners on the Droz-Farny line. Quadrilaterals In a convex
quadrilateral ABCD whose opposite sides intersect in E and F, the midpoints of AC, BD, and EF are colinear and the line through them is called the Newton line (sometimes referred to as the Newton-Gauss line). If the quadrilateral is a tangential quadrilateral, then its center is also on this line. [6] In a convex quadrilateral, the
quasiorthocenter H, the area centroid G, and the quasi-cumcenter O are colinear in this order, and HG 2GO. [7] (See Quadrilateral-Points and notable lines in a convex quadrilateral.) Other collinears of a tangential quadrilateral are given in tangential-Collisionary quadrilateral points. In a cyclic quadrilateral, the circumcenter, the centroid
vertex (the intersection of the two bimedians), and the anticentric are colinear. [8] In a cyclic quadrilateral, the centroid of the area, the centroid of the vertex, and the intersection of the diagonals are liners. [9] In a trapeze the tangengens of the incircle with the two are liners with the center. In a tangential trapezoid, the midpoints of the legs
are colinear with the center. Hexagons Pascal's theorem (also known as Hexagrammum Mysticum Theorem) states that if six arbitrary points are chosen in a conical section (i.e. ellipse, parabola, or hyperbole) and joined by line segments in any order to form a hexagon, then the three pairs of opposite sides of the hexagon (extended if
necessary) are found in three points that are in a straight line , called the Pascal line of the hexagon. The opposite is also true: the Braikenridge-Maclaurin theorem states that if the three intersection points of the three pairs of lines across opposite sides of a hexagon are in a line, then the six vertices of the hexagon are in a conical, which
can be degenerated as in pappus's hexagonal theorem. Conical sections By Monge's theorem, for any three circles on a plane, none of which are completely within each other, the three intersection points of the three pairs of lines, each externally tangent to two of the circles, are linelinear. In an ellipse, the center, the two spotlights, and
the two vertices with the smallest radius of curvature are linelinear, and the center and the two vertices with the largest radius of curvature are linelinear. In a hyperbole, the center, the two spotlights, and the two vertices are liners. Cones The center of mass of a uniformly density tapered solid lies a quarter of the path from the center of
the base to the vertex, in the straight line between the two. Tetrahedrons The centroid of a tetrahedron is the midpoint between its Monge point and the circumcenter. These points define the Euler line of the tetrahedron that is analogous to the Euler line of a triangle. The center of the twelve-point dial of the tetrahedron is also located on
the Euler line. Algebra Linearity of points whose coordinates are given In coordinate geometry, in n-dimensional space, a set of three or more distinct points are linear if and only if, the matrix of the coordinates of these vectors is range 1 or less. For example, given the three points X (x1, x2, ... , xn), Y (y1, y2, ... , yn) and Z (z1, z2, ... , zn),
if the matrix [ x 1 x 2 ... x n and 1 and 2 ... and n z 1 z 2 ... z n ] a displaystyle &amp;x_{1}&amp;x_{2}&amp;x_{2}&amp;x_&amp;y_{1}&amp;y_{2}&amp;y_{2}&amp;-points &amp;y_-n-z_{1}&amp;z_{2}&amp;-points &amp;z_-n-end-bmatrix-. Equivalently, for each subset of three points X á (x1, x2, ... , xn), Y (y1, y2, ... , yn) and Z (z1, z2, ... ,
zn), if the matrix [ 1 x 1 x 2 ... x n 1 and 1 and 2 ... and n 1 z 1 z 2 ... z n ] -display style &amp;y_{2}&amp;y_{2}&amp;x_{1}&amp;x_{2}&amp;z_{1}&amp;x_ z_{2}&amp;z_&amp;y_{1} y_{2}&amp;y_{2}&amp;-points &amp;z_-n-fin-bmatrix- is 2 or less, the dots are colinear. In particular, for three points on the plane (No. 2), the it is squared
and the dots are linelinear if and only if their determinant is zero; since that 3 × 3 determinant is about twice the area of a triangle with those three points as vertices, this is equivalent to the declaration that the three points are linelinear if and only if the triangle with those points as vertices has zero area. Thelinearity of points whose even
distances are given A set of at least three distinct points is called straight, which means that all points are linelinear, if and only if, for every three of those points A, B and C, the next determinant of a Cayley-Menger determinant is zero (with d(AB) i.e. the distance between A and B , etc.): det [ 0 d ( A B ) 2 d ( A C ) 2 1 d ( A B ) 2 0 d ( B C )
2 1 d ( A C ) 2 d ( B C ) 2 0 1 1 1 0 ] to 0. •display style{2}&amp;1&amp;1-d(AB)-{2} {2}&amp;0&amp;d(BC)-{2}&amp;1-d(AB)-{2}&amp;0&amp;d(BC)-{2}&amp;1-d(AB)-{2}&amp;0&amp;d(BC)-{2}&amp;1-d(AB)-{2}&amp;0&amp;d(BC)-{2}&amp;1-d(AB)-{2}&amp;0&amp;d(BC)-{2} {2} &lt;1&gt; &lt;8&gt;&amp;1-d(AC)-{2}&amp;d(BC)-
{2}&amp;0 &amp;1&amp;1&amp;1&amp;1&amp;1&amp;0-end-bmatrix-0.- This determinant is, by the Garion formula, equal to 16 times the square of the area of a triangle with side lengths d(AB), d(BC) and d(AC); therefore, checking whether this determinant is equal to zero is equivalent to checking whether the triangle with vertices A, B,
and C has zero area (so the vertices are colinear). Equivalently, a set of at least three distinct points are colinear if and only if, for every three of those points A, B, and C with d(AC) greater than or equal to each of d(AB) and d(BC), triangle inequality d(AC) ≤ d(AB) + d(BC) has equality. Numeric theory Two numbers m and n are not
coprime, that is, they share a common factor other than 1, if and only if for a rectangle plotted in a square lattice with vertices a (0, 0), (m, 0), (m, n) and (0, n), at least one inner point is colinear with (0, 0) and (m, n). Concurrency (double plane) In multiple plane geometries, the notion of exchanging point and line roles while preserving the
relationship between them is called plane duality. Given a set of line points, by flat duality we get a set of lines that are at a common point. The property that has this set of lines (meeting at a common point) is called concurrency and lines are said to be concurrent lines. Therefore, concurrency is the dual notion of plane to linelinearity.
Colinearity chart Given a partial geometry P, where two points determine at most one line, a Plinearity chart is a graph whose vertices are the points of P, where two vertices are adjacent if and only if they determine a line in P. Use in statistics and econometrics Main article: Multicolinearity in statistics, the colinearity is to a linear
relationship between two explanatory variables. Two variables are perfectly linelinear if there is an exact linear relationship between the two, so the correlation between them is equal to 1 or 1. That is, X 1 s-displaystyle X_{1} and X 2 - displaystyle X_{2} X_{2} perfectly colinear if there are display style parameters 0 , lambda _{0} and 1 ,
display style , lambda _{1}, so that, for all observations i, we have X 2 i to 0 + to 1 X 1 i . The display style X_ 2i,lambda _{0}+, {1}X_ _1i. This means that if the various observations (X1i, X2i ) are plotted on the plane (X1, X2), these points are linelinear in the sense defined earlier in this article. Perfect multicolinearity refers to a situation in
which k (k ≥ 2) explanatory variables in a multi-regression model are perfectly related linearly, according to X k i á 0 + a 1 X 1 i + 2 X 2 i + ⋯ + á k á 1 X ( k á 1 x ) , i á displaystyle X_-ki-lambda _{0}+-lambda _{1}X_-1i-+-lambda _{2}X_-2i-+-dots +-lambda _-k-1-X_-(k-1),i- for all observations i. In practice, we rarely face perfect
multicolinearity in a dataset. More commonly, the question of multicolinearity arises when there is a strong linear relationship between two or more independent variables, which means that X k i a 0 + 1 X 1 i + 2 X 2 i + ⋯ + á k á 1 X ( k a 1 ), i + ε i - displaystyle X_ -ki-lambda _{0}+-lambda _{1}X_-11 i-+-lambda _{2}X_-2i-+-dots +-lambda
_-k-1-X_-(k-1),i-+-varepsilon _-i- where the variance of ε i .displaystyle .varepsilon _'i' is relatively small. The concept of laterallinearity expands in this traditional point of view, and refers to thelinearity between explanatory variables and criteria (i.e. explained). [10] Use in other areas Antenna arrays An antenna mast with four linear
directional arrays. In telecommunications, an array of linear (or colinear) antennas is an array of dipole antennas mounted in such a way that the corresponding elements of each antenna are parallel and aligned, i.e. they are located along a common line or axis. Photography Linearity equations are a set of two equations, used in
photogrammetry and stereo computer vision, to relate coordinates in an image plane (sensor) (in two dimensions) to object coordinates (in three dimensions). In the photographic environment, equations are derived taking into account the central projection of a point of the object through the optical center of the camera to the image in the
image plane (sensor). The three points, the object point, the image point, and the optical center, are always linelinear. Another way to say this is that the line segments that join the object points with their image points are simultaneous in the optical center. [11] See also Pappus's hexagonal theorem Incident problem not three inline
(geometry)#Collinearity Coplanarity Notes - The concept applies to any Dembowski geometry (1968, pg. 26), but is often only defined within la discusión de una geometría específica Coxeter (1969, pg. 178), Brannan, Esplen &amp; Gray (1998, pg.106) - Colinear (Diccionario Merriam-Webster) a b Johnson, Roger A., Advanced
Euclidean Geometry, Dover Publ., 2007 (orig. 1929). ^ ^ Nathan. University Geometry, Dover Publications, 1980. Scott, J. A. Some examples of the use of areal coordinates in triangle geometry, Mathematical Gazette 83, November 1999, 472–477. Duan Djukio, Vladimir Jankoviá, Ivan Matiá, Nikola Petrovic, The IMO Compendium,
Springer , 2006, 15. Myakishev, Alexei (2006), On Two Remarkable Lines Related to a Quadrilateral (PDF), Forum Geometricorum, 6:289–295. Honsberger, Ross (1995), 4.2 Cyclic Quadrilaterals, Episodes in Euclidean Geometry of the 19th and 20th Centuries, New Mathematical Library, 37, Cambridge University Press, pp. 35–39,
ISBN 978-0-88385-639-0 - Bradley, Christopher (2011), Three Centroids Created by a Cyclic Quadrilateral (PDF) K-Kock, N.; Lynn, G.S. (2012). Lateral colinearity and misleading results in VARIANCE-based SEM: An Illustration and Recommendations (PDF). Journal of the Information Systems Association. 13 (7): 546–580. • It is
mathematically natural to refer to these equations as concurrency equations, but photogrammetry literature does not use that terminology. References Brannan, David A.; Esplen, Matthew F.; Gray, Jeremy J. (1998), Geometry, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ISBN 0-521-59787-0 Coxeter, H.S.M. (1969), Introduction to
Geometry, New York: John Wiley &amp; Sons, ISBN 0-471-50458-0 Dembowski, Peter (1968), finite geometries, Ergebnisse der Mathematik und ihrer Grenzgebiete, Band 44, Berlin, New York: Springer-Verlag, ISBN 3-540-61786-8, MR 0233275 Obtained from 2 This article is about computer modeling within an artistic medium. For
scientific use, see Computer Simulation. This article needs additional appointments for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Material without source can be challenged and removed. Find sources: 3D Modeling – News ? Newspapers? Books? Academic? JSTOR (April 2010) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message) Three-dimensional graphics (3D)Computer Graphics Basics Modeling Modeling Print Primary Print uses 3D Models Technical Design Graphic Design Graphic Design Video Games Visual Effects Display Virtual Engineering Virtual Cinetography Related Topics Computer-generated images Images
Computer Generated (CGI) Animation Skeletal Computer Screen 3D Cable Color Painting Model Motion Simulation Detection Motion Capture 3D Modeling is the process of developing a mathematical representation of any surface of an object (inanimate or vivid) in three dimensions through specialized software. The product is called a
3D model. Someone working with 3D models can be referred to as a 3D or a 3D modeler. It can be displayed as a two-dimensional image through a process called 3D rendering or simulation of physical phenomena. The model can also be physically created using 3D printing devices. In terms of game development, 3D modeling is simply
a stage in the entire development process. Models can be created automatically or manually. The process of manually modeling geometric data preparation for 3D computer graphics is similar to plastic arts such as sculpture. 3D modeling software is a class of 3D computer graphics software used to produce 3D models. Individual
programs of this class are called modeling applications Models Three-dimensional model model of a spectrograph[1] Selfie models model 3D rotating 3D video game are generated from 2D images taken in the Fantasitron 3D photo booth in Madurodam Three-dimensional models (3D) represent a physical body using a collection of points
in 3D space , connected by various geometric features such as triangles, lines, curved surfaces, etc. Being a collection of data (points and other information), 3D models can be created manually, algorithmically (procedural modeling) or by scanning. Their surfaces can be further defined with texture mapping. 3D models are widely used
anywhere in 3D and CAD graphics. Its use predes the widespread use of 3D graphics on personal computers. Many computer games used pre-rendered images of 3D models as sprites before computers could render them in real time. The designer can then view the model in multiple directions and views, which can help the designer see
if the object is created as expected compared to its original view. Viewing the design in this way can help the designer or company figure out the changes or improvements required for the product. [3] Today, 3D models are used in a wide variety of fields. The medical industry uses detailed organ models; these can be created with multiple
2D image cuts from an MRI or CT scan. The film industry uses them as characters and objects for animated and real-life movies. The video game industry uses them as assets for computers and video games. The scientific sector uses them as very detailed models of chemical compounds. Awards[edit] The architecture industry uses
them to demonstrate proposed buildings and landscapes rather than traditional physical architectural models. The engineering community uses them as designs of new devices, vehicles and structures, as well as a number of other uses. In recent decades, the earth science community has begun to build models 3D as a standard practice.
3D models can also be the foundation for physical devices that are built with 3D printers or CNC machines. Representation A modern render of the iconic Utah teapot model developed by Martin Newell (1975). The Utah teapot is one of the most common models used in 3D graphic education. Almost all 3D models can be divided into two
categories: Solid – These models define the volume of the object that (like a rock). Solid models are mainly used for engineering and medical simulations, and are usually constructed with shell or boundary construction solid geometry – these models represent the surface, that is, the object boundary, not its volume (such as an infinitely
thin eggshell). Almost all visual models used in games and movies are shell models. Solid and shell modeling can create functionally identical objects. The differences between them are mainly variations in the way they are created and edited and usage conventions in various fields and differences in the types of approximations between



the model and reality. Shell models must be multiple (without holes or cracks in the shell) to be significant as a real object. Polygon meshes (and, to a lesser extent, subdivision surfaces) are by far the most common representation. Level sets are a useful representation for deforming surfaces that undergo many topological changes such
as fluids. The process of transforming object representations, such as the midpoint coordinate of a sphere and a point in its circumference into a polygonal representation of a sphere, is called tessellation. This step is used in polygon-based rendering, where objects are broken down from abstract (primitive) representations such as
spheres, cones, and so on, to so-called meshes, which are networks of interconnected triangles. Triangle meshes (rather than squares) are popular, as they have proven to be easy to rasterize (the surface described by each triangle is flat, so the projection is always convex); . [4] Polygon representations are not used in all rendering
techniques, and in these cases the tessellation step is not included in the transition from abstract representation to rendered scene. Process There are three popular ways to represent a model: polygon modeling: points in 3D space, called vertices, are connected by line segments to form a polygon mesh. The vast majority of 3D models
today are built as textured polygonal models, because they are flexible and because equipment can represent them so quickly. However, polygons are planes and can only approximate curved surfaces using many polygons. Curve modeling: Surfaces are defined by curves, which are influenced by weighted control points. The curve
follows (but does not necessarily interpolate) the points. Increasing the weight of a point will pull the curve closer to that point. Curve types include non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS), splines, patches, and geometric primitives Digital Sculpture – Still a fairly new method of modeling, 3D sculpture has become very popular in the few
years it has existed. Recognitions[edit] There are currently three types of digital sculpture: Displacement, which is the most widely used among applications at the moment, uses a dense model (often generated by subdivision surfaces of a polygonal control mesh) and and new locations for vertex positions by using an image map that
stores the fitted locations. Volumetric, freely based on voxels, has capabilities similar to displacement, but does not suffer from polygon stretching when there are not enough polygons in a region to achieve deformation. Dynamic tessellation, which is similar to voxel, divides the surface using triangulation to maintain a smooth surface and
allow for finer details. These methods allow for a very artistic exploration, since the model will have a new topology created on it once the models are formed and possibly the details have been sculpted. The new mesh will typically have the original high-resolution mesh information transferred to normal displacement data or map data if it
is for a game engine. A 3D fantasy fish composed of organic surfaces generated with LAI4D. The modeling stage is to shape individual objects that are later used in the scene. There are a number of modeling techniques, including: Constructive Solid Surfaces Implicit Surfaces Subdivision surfaces can be performed using a dedicated
program (for example, Cinema 4D, Maya, 3ds Max, Blender, LightWave, Mode) or an application component (Shaper, Lofter in 3ds Max) or some scene description language (as in POV-Ray). In some cases, there is no strict distinction between these phases; In such cases, modeling is only part of the scene creation process (this is the
case, for example, with Caligari trueSpace and Realsoft 3D). 3D models can also be created using the photogrammetry technique with dedicated programs such as RealityCapture, Metashape, 3DF Zephyr and Meshroom. Cleaning and further processing can be done with applications such as MeshLab, GigaMesh Software Framework,
netfabb, or MeshMixer. Photogrammetry creates models using algorithms to interpret the shape and texture of real-world objects and environments based on photographs taken from many angles of the subject. Complex materials such as blown sand, clouds, and liquid aerosols are modeled with particle systems and are a mass of 3D
coordinates that have points, polygons, texture splashes, or sprites assigned to them. Human Models Main Article: Virtual Actor The first widely available commercial application of human virtual models appeared in 1998 on the Lands' End website. Human virtual models were created by My Virtual Mode Inc. and allowed users to create a
model of themselves and try on 3D clothing. [5] There are several modern programs that allow the creation of virtual human models (Poser is an example). 3D Clothing Dynamic 3D clothing model made in Marvelous Designer The development of Fabric simulation such as Marvelous Designer, CLO3D and Optitex, has allowed fashion
artists and designers to model dynamic 3D clothing on the computer. [6] Dynamic 3D clothing is used for virtual fashion catalogs as well as to dress up 3D characters for video games, 3D animated movies, for digital doubles in movies[7] as well as to make clothes for avatars in virtual worlds like SecondLife. Compared to 2D methods, 3D
photorealistic effects are often achieved without wireframe modeling and are sometimes indistinguishable in the final form. Some graphic art programs include filters that can be applied to 2D vector graphics or 2D raster graphics on transparent layers. The advantages of 3D wireframe modeling over 2D methods only include: Flexibility,
ability to change angles, or animate images with faster representation of changes; Ease of rendering, automatic calculation and rendering of photorealistic effects instead of visualizing or estimating mentally; Accurate photorealism, less chance of human error in loss, exaggeration, or forgetfulness of including a visual effect. Disadvantages
compared to 2D photorealistic rendering can include a software learning curve and difficulty achieving certain photorealistic effects. Some photorealistic effects can be achieved with special rendering filters included in 3D modeling software. For the best of both worlds, some artists use a combination of 3D modeling followed by editing the
2D computer-rendered images of the 3D model. 3D model market There is still a large market for 3D models (as well as 3D-related content such as textures, scripts, etc.), whether for individual models or large collections. Several online markets for 3D content allow individual artists to sell content they have created, including TurboSquid,
3DBaza, CGStudio, CreativeMarket, Sketchfab, CGTrader and Cults. Artists often aim to gain additional value from assets they have previously created for projects. By doing so, artists can make more money from their old content, and companies can save money by buying pre-made models instead of paying an employee to create one
from scratch. These markets usually divide the sale between them and the artist who created the asset, artists get between 40% and 95% of sales according to the market. In most cases, the artist retains ownership of the 3d model, while the customer only buys the right to use and present the model. Some artists sell their products
directly in their own stores by offering their products at a lower price by not using intermediaries. In recent years, numerous markets specializing in 3D printing models have emerged. Some of the 3D printing markets are the combination of models that share sites, with or without an integrated e-com capability. Some of these platforms also
offer services 3D printing on demand, software for model rendering and dynamic display of elements, etc.3D shared file printing platforms include Shapeways, Sketchfab, Pinshape, Thingiverse, TurboSquid, CGTrader, Threeding, MyMiniFactory and GrabCAD. 3D Printing Main Articles: 3D 3D and rapid prototyping 3D printing is a form of
additive manufacturing technology where a three-dimensional object is created by placing or constructing successive layers of material. 3D printing is a great way to create objects because you can create objects that you couldn't create otherwise without having complex expensive molds created or having objects made with multiple parts.
A 3D printed part can be edited by simply editing the 3D model. This avoids having to make any additional tools, which can save time and money. 3D printing allows you to test ideas without having to go through the production process. [8] In recent years, there has been an increase in the number of companies offering custom 3D printed
models of objects that have been scanned, designed in CAD software and then printed according to customer needs. As mentioned above, 3D models can be purchased in online and printed markets by individuals or companies using commercially available 3D printers, allowing home production of objects such as spare parts,[9]
mathematical models,[10] and even medical equipment. [11] She uses forensic facial reconstruction steps from a mummy made in Blender by Brazilian 3D designer Cicero Moraes. 3D modeling is used in various industries such as cinema, animation and games, interior design and architecture. They are also used in the medical industry
to create interactive representations of anatomy. [12] A large number of 3D software are also used in building the digital representation of mechanical models or parts before they are actually manufactured. CAD and CAM related software is used in these fields, and with these programs, you can not only build the parts, but also assemble
them and observe their functionality. 3D modeling is also used in the field of industrial design, in which products are modeled 3D before representing customers. In the media and event industries, 3D modeling is used in the design of scenarios and sets. [14] The OWL 2 translation of the X3D vocabulary can be used to provide semantic
descriptions for 3D models, which is suitable for indexing and retrieving 3D models by features such as geometry, dimensions, material, texture, diffuse reflection, transmission spectra, transparency, reflectivity, opalescence, enamels, varnishes and enamels (unlike unstructured textual descriptions or 2.5D museums and virtual exhibitions
using Google Street View in Google Arts &amp; Culture , for example). [15] The RDF representation of 3D models can be used in reasoning, allowing intelligent 3D applications that, for example, can compare two 3D models per volume. [16] Testing a 3D Solid Model Additional Information: Solid 3D solid models of solid modeling can be
tested in different ways depending on what is needed through simulation, mechanism design, and analysis. If an engine is designed and mounted mounted (this can be done differently depending on which 3D modeling program is being used), using the mechanism tool that the user should be able to know if the engine or machine is
properly mounted by how it works. Different designs will have to be tested in different ways. For example; a pool pump would need a running simulation of the water running through the pump to see how the water flows through the pump. These tests check whether a product has been successfully developed or if it needs to be modified to
meet your requirements. See also This section is in list format, but can be better read as prose. You can help by converting this section, if applicable. Editing help is available. (November 2016) List of 3D modeling software List of common 3D test models List of file formats: 3D graphics 3D model 3D computer graphics software 3D printing
scanner 3D Scanning Manufacturing file format Additive Building Information Modeling Fabric Modeling Computer Facial Animation Digimation Digital Geometry Digital Geometry Edge Loop Evolver Geological Modeling Holography Exploration of Tc Industrial Marching Cubes Open CASCADE Polygon Mesh Ray Modeling (Graphics)
Scaling (Geometry) SIGGRAPH Stanford Bunny Triangle mesh Utah teapot Voxel B-rep External links Media related to 3D modeling on Wikimedia Commons Look for modeler in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. References: Start ERIS project. ESO announcement. Retrieved 14 June 2013. What is solid modeling? 3D CAD software. Solid
modeling applications. Brighthub Engineering. Retrieved 2017-11-18. • 3D Architectural Rendering 101 A Definitive ArchiCGI Guide - Jon Radoff, Anatomy of an MMORPG Archived 2009-12-13 at the Wayback Machine, August 22, 2008 - Lands End First With New 'My Virtual Model' Technology: Takes Guesswork Out of Web Shopping
for Clothing Fit. Prnewswire. The end of the land. February 12, 2004. Retrieved 2013-11-24. All about virtual fashion and 3D clothing creation. CGElves. Retrieved 25 December 2015. 3D clothing made for the Hobbit using The Wonderful Designer. 3DArtist. Retrieved 9 May 2013. What is 3D printing? The ultimate guide. 3D hubs.
Retrieved 2017-11-18. 3D printing toys. Business Insider. Retrieved January 25, 2015. Printout3D—Wolfram language documentation. reference.wolfram.com. Retrieved 2016-08-06. •New trends in 3D printing – Custom medical devices. Envisiontec. Retrieved January 25, 2015. • 3D virtual reality models help to obtain better surgical
results: innovative technology improves the visualization of the patient's anatomy, studies. ScienceDaily. Retrieved 2019-09-19. 3D modeling for companies. CGI furniture. Retrieved 2020-11-05. What is 3d modeling? Things you need to know these days. Archicgi. Retrieved 2016-08-02. Sikos, L.F. (2016). Rich Semantics for Interactive
3D Models of Cultural Artifacts. Metadata and semantics research. Communications Communications Computer Science and Information Sciences. 672. Springer International Publishing. 169-180. doi:10.1007/978-3-319-49157-8_14. ISBN 978-3-319-49156-1. Yu, D.; Hunter, J. (2014). X3D Fragment Identifiers: Extending the open
annotation model to support semantic annotation of 3D cultural heritage objects over the Web. International Journal of Heritage in the Digital Age. 3 (3): 579–596. doi:10.1260/2047-4970.3.3.579. Retrieved from
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